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Abstract 

Inversion strategies for bottom parameter estimation in shallow water impose stringent requirements on 
accuracy and speed of acoustic models. We highlight the importance of second order effects as first order 
determinants of the field using examples based on experimental data, employ high accuracy adaptive 
wavenumber integration techniques to evaluate the terms of the multipath expansion without approximation, 
and provide a basis for more accurate, efficient prediction of variable .shallow water fields. 

1. Introduction 
Modeling environmental processes explicitly (with loss and scatter from surface, volume, bottom) rather than 
implicitly (from e.g. bottom layer descriptions) is common in many acoustic applications. However, explicit 
modeling approaches require decomposition of the incoming and outgoing fields in order to isolate propagation 
angles. One type of field decomposition in a range independent environment is multipath expansion (MPE). It is 
theoretically exact and can be interpreted using ray theory at sufficiently high frequencies, allowing efficient 
treatment of wavenumber and travel time integrals. The technique has proved valuable for modeling 
reverberation data in deep water and Raymode as well as the Generic Sonar Model (GSM) are based upon it 
[1],[2]. Both these models tabulate reverberation with sufficient speed to make rapid inversion applications in 
shallow water feasible (e.g. real time determination of bottom properties from sonar reverberation data [3]). 
Unfortunately, inversion schemes of this type have encountered limited success for long ranges in bottom limited 
conditions. Wavenumber integration methods in general struggle with the highly oscillatory nature of the Bessel 
function at long ranges and encounter practical difficulties in approximating the infinite upper limit of 
integration. As we shall see, the low amplitude fields in shadow zo?es are actually obtained from strong coherent 
reduction of high amplitude mathematical components of the integration. Thus, small errors in constructing the 
integrand or in treating the limits of integration can produce significant (60 dB and greater) errors in the 
calculated field. 

Motivated by these considerations, the basis of MPE is revisited. RPRESS, a high accuracy propagation code 
based on compound matrix propagation [4] and adaptive wavenumber integration [5] has been employed to 
evaluate the terms of the multipath expansion without any approximations like WKBJ. We illustrate the physics 
that is  absent in WKBJ-based treatments of the expanded Green's function. Specifically: (i) Accurate levels for 
evanescent energy contributions to the full wave field are determined and discussed relative to approximations 
which extend ray interpretations to diffracted energy (e.g. analytic continuation). (ii) Multipath coupling, driven 
by refraction in the water column, becomes increasingly more important as frequency decreases, causing 
redistribution of the directional components of the field and a modification in effective level at long ranges. 

Our goal IS to refine the numer~cal integrations performed In r a p ~ d  tmplementations ot MPE, using a well 
matched high accuracy benchmark, In order to ach~eve the performance needed tor broadband ~ n v e r s ~ o n  in real 
tlme. We begin w ~ t h  problems Identifled In lnvertlng bottom parameters trom US Navy sonar data using GSM, 
analyze the performance of ~ t s  multipath Integration (GSM-MPE) [2], and prov~de  a context tor ~n te ipre t~ng  the 
multipath field components obtained from general (non WKBJ) numer~cal methods We subsequently approach 
the issue of modellng reverberat~on when shadow zones dre involved, emphasi~ing the role played by hybr~d  
events w h ~ c h  scatter energy between class~cal and lmaglnary (d~ftract~on-approximate) propagation paths 
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2. Simple caustics and the shallow water propagation field 
Downward refracting sound velocity profiles, common in shallow water, are caustic-forming. The importance of the 
associated diffraction effects will depend strongly on bottom type, and model errors will become apparent only when 
classical arrivals are weak. In particular, we link the unreliable performance of GSM-MPE in shallow water directly to this 
'imaginary eigenray' problem. (By an 'imaginary eigenray', we mean a 'ray' that is horizontally displaced, much like a 
head wave, from a caustic and continued into a shadow zone. According to asymptotic ray theory [ 6 ] ,  this construct can be 
used to represent diffraction in terms of ray equivalents.). We examine the approximations in common use for wavenumber 
integration codes, and isolate the numerical mechanisms responsible for the problems with the GSM code. 

2.1 Inversion results a n d  general modeling considerations 
Our first example involves 3 kHz transmission loss (TL) data collected in shallow water (80 m) along the Korean Shelf in 
the Sea of Japan in the summer of 1994. Downward refraction combined with a low impedance contrast at the bottom 
(mud sediment) produced uniformly high TL measurements independent of receiver depth ( z ,  =7.6, 18.3, 45.7, 80 m). 
Attempts to invert bottom properties from these data failed. Specifically, inversion algorithms based upon GSM-MPE 
produced vanishing reflection coefficients, and curiously high residual field levels beyond the caustic. IFDPE [7], SAFARI 
[8] and RPRESS predict levels well below GSM-MPE using the GSM inverted bottom (Fig. Ib), while all but GSM 
produce reasonable model-data comparisons using typical mud sediment parameters (Fig la). 

Range (km) Range (km) 

Fig 1. a) Reasonable sed~ment parameters for mud produce good agreement between data (obtained out to the range r = 15 
km) and RPRESS. b) Comparison of GSM and RPRESS TL predictions uslng GSM der~ved Bottom Loss values. 

The progressive failure of GSM to predict accurate TL levels is illustrated in Fig. 2. As the bottom impedance contrast 
is reduced, propagating energy escapes from the water column, leaving a residual field that conslsts entirely of diffracted 
energy beyond the caustic range. The GSM levels exhibit 60 dB errors at long ranges when compared to more accurate 
models, and are visible well above the noise for many measurement applications. 
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Fig. 2. TL results from IFDPE (a) and GSM (b) for the same high-impedance bottom and low-impedance bottom. 

To provide better diagnostics, the profile was simplified to a l/c2 linear velocity profile, decreasing from 1.5 k d s  at 
the surface to 1.48 k d s  at the bottom (z=80 m), so that a simple caustic at range r = I  .3 km for source depth ;, = I0 m and 
receiver depth z, =80 m could be investigated (attenuation is neglected). Although GSM-MPE works reasonably well close 
to the caustic (Fig. 3b), its imaginary eigenray construction works poorly for longer ranges (Fig. 3a) where its levels hover 
near 100 dB, independent of frequency. Physically, TL in the shadow zone should increase with frequency, a result 
properly predicted by more accurate models. Thus the performance of GSM-MPE is here actually poorest at high 
frequencies. 
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Fig. 3. a) Frequency dependence of RPRESS and GSM-MPE TL curves for a low-impedance bottom. b) The 3 kHz case 
is displayed with classical ray theory revealing the caustic at r =1.3 km for z ,  =I0 m and z, =80 m. 

2.2 Numerical approximations 
GSM-MPE involves approximations to the Green's function and Bessel function kernels in the integral representation of 
the field as well as truncations of the integration interval itself. To discuss these approxi~nations we start from 

which synthetizes the field from its wavenumber components [9]. By applying the well-known relation 

each wavenumber component of the field can be represented by an outgoing part and an ingoing part, cf. [ 101. (This 
physical interpretation is poor for small kr, however). Note that the integral of the outgoing components should not be 
considered as the outgoing field since ( I )  is already an outgoing field according to the radiat~on condit~on from the source. 

For the 3 kHz case of Fig. 3b, we will use RPRESS to investigate the effects in the shadow zone of approximations in 
setting up the field. The low-impedance bottom is modeled as a homogeneous half-space with density 1.0 kgldm' and 
velocity 1.48 km/s to achieve continuity at z=80 m. We examine right endpoint wavenumber truncations which eliminate the 
evanescent field, ingoing components of the field , and left endpoint truncations which eliminate high angle contributions. 

2.2.1  Evanescent energy 
For our case, the separation between the evanescent and propagating regimes of wavenumbers would appear at a 
horizontal slowness pl, = klllw = 0.6678 slkm, corresponding to the inverse of the tnaximum medium velocity 
between source and receiver (1.4975 kmls at z=lO m). The evanescent energy alone would appear by restricting 
the integral in ( I )  to the interval kll to infinity. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the total evanescent field can be ignored at 
short ranges, but it is a critical component beyond the caustic. The reason is that shadow zone levels will be 
controlled by horizontal wavenumber components close to the caustic wavenumber, which in this case lies very 
close to the truncation point kll, The evanescent-field integrals of the outgoing and ingoing components are also 
shown separately in Fig. 4. The first integral is dominant, but wherever the two are similar in magnitude, a 
beating pattern emerges in the total evanescent field. 

Even for an isovelocity channel governed by ray propagation, the evanescent field is important when wavenumber 
integration is used. Our earliest examinations of the shadow zone performance of GSM-MPE uncovered errors for 
isovelocity profiles which could be traced directly to wavenumber interval truncation. At long ranges, points of stationary 
phase fall close to the truncation point, causing field levels to dip below the geometric spreading loss expected for 
isovelocity propagation. These errors could be reproduced in RPRESS by using the same truncation point as in the GSM- 
MPE code. 

Range (kmJ 

Fig. 4. The evanescent energy can be ignored in the propagating region but not in the sl~adow /one 
Fig. 5. The total integral of incoming components contributes far out in the shadow lone. 
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2.2.2 The integral of the ingoing,field components 
The integral of the ingoing field components is depicted in Fig. 5. Omission of this part is common in sound propagation 
codes. When the propagation is governed by rays or modes, this can be motivated mathematically: stationary phase points 
of rays will preferably appear in conjunction with exp(ikr) of ~, /I ' (kr)  rather than exp(-ikr) of ~,,"'(kr), a modal 
wavenumber (pole) slightly above the positive real axis will cause retarded phase variation in conjunction with exp(ikr) of 
Hdl)(kr) but accelerated phase variation (and hence cancellation) in conjunction with exp(-ikr) of H,,"'(kr). The integral of 
the ingoing components becomes of greater relative importance when a description in terms of rays or modes is lost, as it is 
far out in the shadow zone (cf. Fig. 5) and at low enough frequencies (cf. [IO]). In Fig. 5, we may also note a significant 
destructive interference between propagating and evanescent parts to produce a very low-amplitude total result. 

2.2.3 High-angle contributions 
Another common approximation is to remove high-angle energy from (I), i.e. to truncate the integral at a left end-point k, = - - 

up, .  As an example, we depict in Fig. 6 the residual high-angle field for p ,  = 0.0617 slkm, along with its decomposition 
into integrals of outgoing and ingoing components. Values smaller than p ,  correspond to grazing angles at the source 
greater than 84.70 degrees. Apparently, this high-angle field cannot be neglected far out in the shadow zone where levels 
are low enough to make weak energy important. As in Fig. 4, truncation introduces a disturbance that does not drop off 
very fast as r is increased. Significant oscillations are caused by beating between the integrals of the out- and in-going 
components. 
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Fig. 6. High-angle contributions, isolated by integral truncation, become important far out in the shadow zone. 
Fig. 7. The total RPRESS field along with some truncated fields. Note, in particular, the qualitative similarity 
between the GSM-MPE field and the propagating-field integral of the outgoing components. 

2.2.4 Overall effects of truncating the field in a shadow-zone 
We conclude from sections 2.2.1-2.2.3 that it is dangerous to remove parts of the field or to truncate the wavenumber 
integrals for ranges in a shadow zone. Consider Fig. 7, as a summary. The integral of the outgoing components is adequate 
except in the deep shadow zone. The propagating field is adequate at close ranges, but not at all in the shadow zone, where 
it exhibits significant beating between the integrals of ingoing and outgoing components. Note that the GSM-MPE field is 
quite similar to the propagating-field integral of the outgoing components, suggesting that the problem here, as in the 
isovelocity case for this model, is associated with wavenumber truncation in the evanescent regime. Classical and caustic- 
corrected asymptotic ray theory will, of course, predict a zero field and a low-level field, respectively. 

Some of the truncation effects can also be understood by look~ng at the Green's function d~rectly for horizontal 
slownesses p beyond po = 0.6678 slkm, where the evanescent regime starts and an exponent~al decay should appear. It 
turns out that the RPRESS Green's function has not yet been reduced very much In magnitude at po. 

3. Multipath decomposition of the field in an inhomogeneous medium 
According to [2],[1 I], MPE is effected by an expansion of the Green's-function kernel G(z.z,,:k,w) in (I): 

G(z ,z,; k, m) = Xi& Gi,{z, z,~,; k. 64 (3) 
where i=1,2,3,4 denotes fundamental path type and j=O,..,m denotes ray cycle. The physical interpretation of this expansion 
in terms of a ray structure (Fig. 8) is valid asymptotically (high frequency) for a propagating wave. G,) itself represents the z 
component of the propagation, while the r component is handled by the Bessel- (or Hankel-) function from (1)-(2). 

In [2], the decomposition is effected by two particular solutions F.(z;k,w) and F+(z;k,w) of the depth-dependent wave 
equation. The WKBJ approximation allows unique association of F- with an upgoing wave and F+ with a downgoing wave, 
and the initial directional structure is preserved (for a propagating wave that does not turn between source and receiver). 
With 'exact' non-WKBJ computations, multiple internal reflections ('multi-path coupling') will complicate the picture, 
causing initially upgoing F. to acquire downgoing components and initially downgoing F+ to acquire upgoing components. 



In fact, there does not appear to be any canonical way of choosing F. and F+. Each choice will produce a different 
decomposition of the field acccording to (3) and (I), and the multipath expansion is not unique. However, when the field is 
dominated by ray propagation with rays that do not turn between source and receiver, this nonuniqueness may not be 
essential and this may be the reason why this issue is not discussed in [2]. The arbitrariness of subdividing a field in an 
inhomogeneous medium into directional components is addressed in 1121. A particular scheme is the Bremmer series [ 131. 

Fig. 8. The four fundamental multipath types for cycle number j=O. A positive j indicates j additional cycles (two-way 
paths between surface and bottom). 

For a numerically careful benchmark implementation of (3), and the corresponding wavenumber integrals ( I )  of the 
separate multipath components, we introduce two specification depths: an upper one z. for F. and a lower one z+ for F+. 
At z., F- is specified to be purely upgoing in some appropriately defined sense, whereas F+ is specified to be purely 
downgoing at z+. Since up- and down-going components can be defined unambiguously in a homogeneous layer, an 
obvious choice is to consider the medium to be locally homogeneous at 2. while defining F. there, and locally 
homogeneous at z+ while defining F+ there. Another choice is to consider the medium to be l/c2 linear above z. or below 
z+ and use Airy functions to define F.(z.) or F+(z+). respectively, in order to get a purely outgoing wave far out in the 
implied half-space. With a turning point in such a //c2 linear half-space above z., for example, F. would contain a 
'reflected' downgoing component at z. in addition to an upgoing component there (see [14, Box 9. I ]  for the behavior of 
the WKBJ solution across a turning point) . Due to the arbitrariness that is involved, one should choose specification 
depths and types guided by the nature of the problem at hand. 

In order for each Gij integral to converge, it is in general necessary to choose the specification depths z. and z+ such 
that 

Z- 5 m i n ( ~ , ~ ,  z,) I max(zs. z,) 5 z+ . (4) 
If z, < z.  , for example, in the evanescent regime (large k )  some velocity profiles would produce multiple 'reflections' 
causing an exponential increase of F. in the upward direction towards z, . In fact, F.( z, ;k,o) could increase exponentially 
with k, without sufficient control by the excitation factor from the source, and the individual multipath integrals would 
diverge. 

Guided by these considerations, we have developed a version of RPRESS for accurate computation of the multipath 
components of the field. Using the example from Section 2 (Fig. 3b etc.), we choose 2. = z . ~  = 10 m and let F-(z-) be 
defined by regarding the medium at z. to be locally homogeneous. We choose z+ = z, = 80 m, but let F+(z+) be defined 
from Airy functions as if the //cZ linear profile were continued in a lower half-space. For the multipath type 1 (i=1) and 
type 2 (i=2) fields, respectively, there is a 'bump' moving out in range with increasing cycle number j=0,1,2, ... This bump 
represents energy coming from residual interaction with the boundaries (residual relative to the possible interaction 
prescribed by F. and F+ there). For a downward refracting profile, an effective 'skip distance' will appear. The i=lj=O 
field agrees exactly with the field in the modified medium obtained by continuing our medium (without contrast) above 
z=0 m to a homogeneous half-space and below z=80 m according to the l/c2 linear profile above. Fig. 9a shows the 
(coherent) sum of the i=1,2 fields for the separate cycle numbers j = 0, 1,2. For short ranges, direct and surface-'reflected' 
fields will interfere irregularly causing an oscillating sum. Beyond the caustic at r = 1.3 km, the j=O field sum will decrease 
rapidly, being the total field for the modified medium obtained by replacing the homogeneous subbottom half-space with a 
l/cZ linear continuation below z=80 m. Beyond about 2 km, the j=l field sum will become important, explaining the 
plateau there in the total RPRESS field from Fig. 3b. The sum of the j=0 and j = I  field sums of Fig. 9a explains the total 
field out to about 3 km, where the total field again drops significantly, because of interaction with the type 3 and type 4 
fields (not shown). 

In Fig. 9 b) and c), the gradual acquisition by each multipath component of energy from multiple internal reflections is 
illustrated by the departure of F. and F+ from the up- and down-going WKBJ solutions. The straight lines alone, at 0 dB, 
represent what one would expect for the isovelocity case, where WKBJ is exact with F. and F+ void of down- and up- 
going components, respectively. For our l/cZ linear example, F. acquires downgoing components (Fig. 9b) and F, acquires 
upgoing components (Fig. 9c). The horizontal wavenumber considered was for a wave turning at the surface. Our choice 
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of upper specification lnit~alizes the downgo~ng part of F to zero at z =I0  m, and ~t falls about 36 dB below the upgolng 
part at most other depths Because of the Airy-funct~on spec~ficat~on of F+ at z+ =80 m, the upgolng part of F+ w~l l  not 
van~sh there It falls about 62 dB below the downgo~ng part, and ~t becomes lncreaslngly more Important at lower depths 

0 5 6 

Range (km) 

Fig. 9. a )  The 3 kHz RPRESS field from Fig. 3b is decomposed into different rnult~path components. We show 
the sum of the i=1,2 fields for the cycle numbers j=0, 1 ,  2. b) The up- and down-going parts of F ,  as defined 
by the up- and down-going WKBJ solutions, for a particular horizontal wavenumber k. c) As b) but for F,. 

S~rmlar figures for other horizontal wavenumbers show, as expected, that slmple WKBJ-l~ke F and F+ solut~ons appear 
for small k, whereas the mlxture of WKBJ up- and down-going pleces 1s enhanced for large k Across a turnlng polnt, the 
change of character is of course dramat~c [14, Box 9 I]. Furthermore, our rigorous ~mplementation ot multlpath expansion 
allows rather preclse quantitative bounds on the low frequency val~dlty of the WKBJ approxlmatlon 

4. Simple caustics and the shallow water reverberation field 
As we have seen, the propagation field in shallow water may move from regions of strong classical character to 
regions where diffracted energy dominates accompanied by a subtle palette of second order effects. This 
tendency is even more pronounced in the broadband reverberation case for two reasons: redistribution of path 
structure in the measured signal according to time of arrival, and redistribution of highlights produced by 
beamforming. 

To ~llustrate the subtlety and Importance of these effects, we prov~de an example based upon bottom backscatter data 
collected usrng a m~dwater depth source In shallow water under downward retracting cond~t~ons Beamtormlng may 
strongly enhance the appearance of well resolved first, second, etc bottom bounce (BB) peaks In the data (Fig 10a) 
Based upon angle, the sonar beam pattern d~scr~m~nates agalnst the hybr~d mlxture of scattered paths whlch would 
otherwise smooth the region between the peaks due to then lntermedlate arr~val tlmes Becau3e the pr~nc~pal  paths are 
strong vertexlng paths, there will also be an extenswe population of imaginary elgenrays whlch are strongly favored by the 
beam pattern They are produced by about the same source angles whlch tavor the prlnc~pal paths but have a different 
geometric character and (typically) earl~er arrival tlmes Includ~ng the poss~b~l~ty  ot d~fterent transmlt and recelve paths, a 
hybr~d mlxture of classical and lmaglnary paths 1s produced (Fig lob) The apparent times ot drr~val will sh~t t  away trom 
the prlnc~pal BB peaks and the hybr~d events w~ll  form (In t h ~ s  example) the leadlng edge ot each peak In the 
reverberation Errors In modellng the level of these arr~vals w~ll  produce m~smatch (01, In geneial, convergence failure) for 
reverberation based Inverqe problems 
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Fig 10. a) Reverberation data that exhibit BB peaks. b) GSM predicts leading edges dominated by diffracted energy. 



The effect described can be illustrated by a pulse computation for our example case, uslng Four~er  synthes~s 
of monofrequency results. Fig. 1 l a  shows tlme traces for a s~nc-llke pulse centered at about I kHz, and phase 
ldentificat~on can be done conven~ently by RPRESS pulse computat~ons for the ~ n d ~ v ~ d u a l  mult~path 
components. The ear l~er  and later (pan of) arr~vals  correspond essent~ally to cycle numbers j=0 and I, 
respect~vely. The fundamental types I = [  and 2 contr~bute In each case. The tlme 5eparatlon between these two 
types can be seen at the shorter ranger, but further out they merge Into one apparent a ~ ~ ~ v a l  For j=O, the 
(surface-produced) caustic IS reached at r = I  3 km. Beyond that d~stance the pulse becomes distorted (a low-pass 
filtering effect caused by a frequency-dependent d~stance to the caustic in terms of wavelengths), and the 
ampl~tude drops off s~gnificantly (Fig. I Ib). As pred~cted by caust~c-corrected ray theory (e.g [15]), the pulse 
moves out In range and time as if ~t were shed by the caustic In the sense of an lrnaglnary elgenray. In particular. 
an effective grazlng angle can be assoc~ated at the bottom. The ampl~tude drop-off starts In fact well ahead of r 
=1.3 km (cf. Fig. 3b  and Fig. 9a). 

Turning to the later j= l  arrival(s), cf. Fig. 9a, the surface-produced caustic appears at r =3.25 km, beyond the 
ranges considered here. Hence, the corresponding amplitudes of Fig. I Ib do not yet drop off significantly. and 
the propagation can be thought of in terms of classical rays (albeit with a tiny reflection from the bottom caused 
by a discontinuity in gradient only). The amplitude patterns in Fig. I l b  agree with those of Fig. 9a for j=O and I. 
The variations in level before the caustic are averaged out in a broadband pulse calculation, however. 

0 Reduced time (m) 30 

Fig. 11. a) RPRESS pulse computatlons for our example case, w ~ t h  z ,  = I 0  rn and z ,  =80 m (the bottom) T h ~ r t y  
traces are glven, one for every 100 m out to 3 0 km The tlme axls shows reduced traveltlme (r-rll 5) according 
to the sound veloc~ty 1 5 kmls at the surface Each trace 1s scaled so that all traces are plotted wlth a common 
maxlmum ampl~tude b) Relat~ve arnpl~tudes In dB for the two prominent drr~val p a r s ,  j=0 and I, out to 3 km 
Fig. 12. Relat~ve monostat~c reverberat~on level\ obta~ned by c o m b ~ n ~ n g  the two rnaln path\ ot Fig I I for the 
outgolng and backscattered energy to glve tour comb~nat~ons,  among wh~ch the two hybr~d ones are equ~valent 

Neglecting effects such as scattering strength, integration over azimuth and fhe pulse length, a schematic 
computation of monostatic reverberation is attempted in Fig. 12. Each range bin will contribute to the 
reverberation trace with four arrivals at times to+tO, to+t,, tI+to, tl+rl , where to and tl are arrival times for j=O 
and I, respectively. The two 'classical-to-imaginary' coupled paths appear at the same time, reinforcing each 
other. The amplitude-versus-time curves of Fig. 12 have been obtained by a positioning in time according to Fig. 
1 l a  for the reverberation contributions from different ranges according to Fig. I I b. The reverberation should be 
obtained as the sum of its contributing arrivals (with a mixed angle composition) at each time bin. In this case, 
imaginary-to-imaginary and classical-to-imaginary coupling of the outgoing and backscattered paths will 
obviously increase the level significantly at times between 1.0 and 2.5 s. Because of an extremely weak bottom 
'reflection', caused by a discontinuous velocity gradient only, energy with high > is effectively stripped off and 
weak imaginary eigenray contributions become important, as compared to classical energy for cycle I, far out in 
the shadow zone. 

In real~ty,  the lmaglnary elgenray energy would of course not be Important too far from the caustlc. It would 
be masked there by physlcal nolse and by stronger j=1 ,2 .  energy caused by a nonvan~sh~ng ~mpedance contrast 
at the bottom. Hence, ~ t s  reglon ( t~me)  of Influence would be dlmlnlshed but nevertheless present W ~ t h  
beamform~ng as a stripping mechanrsm for Intermediate energy, we would approach the case shown In Fig. 10. 

5. Summary and conclusions 
The approximation techniques used to implement multipath expansion in shallow water require careful 
application. Traditional numerical approximations which work well in tabulating propagating fields can be very 
poor approximations in shadow zones, during cross layer propagation, or when source and receiver are close in 
depth. As a result, the difficulty in determining the correct Green's function in the evanescent regime has turned 
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out to be a critical shortcoming of the Generic Sonar Model in predicting accurate field levels at long ranges. 
Furthermore, the inherent nonunique character of multipath expansion needs to be taken into consideration when 
'exact' non-WKBJ based computations are attempted. 

The shallow water reverberation field is also significantly affected by inaccuracies of this type. Hybrid scattering 
events, beamforming and arrival time distribution functions act together to produce diffracted energy highlights in the 
reverberation time series. Errors in evaluating imaginary eigenray levels will affect the convergence and results of inverse 
algorithms. 

Since GSM-MPE is a much and increasingly used tool for reverberation studies, it is important to i~nprove its 
inaccurate shadow-zone field computations while maintaining its desirable high-speed performance. Our plans 
for future work include: 

(i) Modification of the code. Different strategies are possible, with different preferences for caustic-corrected 
asymptotic ray theory and wavenumber integration [16]. 

(ii) Incorporation of an option to do full RPRESS bench-mark computations for the total field and its 
multipath components. Such computations would be too time-consuming for routine applications, however. 

(iii) Reverberation studies with a modified GSM-MPE code, including an option for time-domain pulse 
computations. In particular, we would like to investigate the phenomenon of classical-to-imaginary eigenray 
coupling more closely. 

(iv) The rapid inversion work has so far been confined to monostatic studies of reverberation. There is also a 
need for bistatic broadband treatments capable of near real-time performance. 
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